Remember There is No "T" in PTA Without Teachers

1. AWARENESS — PTA shares information on the latest happenings in our schools and communities. Be in the know!

2. EMPOWER — PTA offers another channel to speak up for your students.

3. ADVOCACY — PTA lobbies at the state and national level, so you have a voice in policymaking, and advocacy for your students and school. This gives you a seat at the table where decisions are made!

4. ENGAGEMENT — greater teacher involvement leads to greater family engagement, which leads to better success rates.

5. SUPPORT — PTA grants provides funding and donations you can use for your classroom.

6. INSPIRATION — PTA promotes numerous programs, including PARP (Pick a Reading Partner) which fosters a love of reading and enhances students’ book and literary options.

7. FUNDRAISING — PTA raises money to support the specific needs of our school.

8. COLLABORATION — PTA provides a path for making personal connections with parents, leading to a better community/school/life balance.

9. EDUCATE — PTA offers a wealth of resources that offer real-time advice and ideas on how to support children’s learning and development.

10. COMMUNITY — PTA believes that together we can make every child’s potential a reality.

10 Reasons You Belong in PTA